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Hello to all MARC members. Here we are
starting July already and to be honest with
everyone, I am just not sure we will ever
get back to normal. I do believe that too
many people are rushing things and we
still need to step back and do our part to
keep things in check and not get worse. I
have not contacted the restaurant to
resume any meetings in the near future. So
we will continue with the Zoom meetings
in place of the physical breakfast. I will
purchase a subscription to Zoom so that
we will have all the time we need for our
meetings and not get cut off at 45 minutes.
We will need it anyway when our regular
meetings get started again to offer a
streaming version of our meetings.
I have been keeping busy riding with
N6JCB and a new friend Max who rides a

BMW 850GS I believe. Our last trip was
up to Frazier Park, then through the
Lockwood Highway to Ojai, and then
home. We did stop to eat at an outdoor
restaurant and sat at opposite ends of the
table, and avoided being near anyone else.
And we have also taken our lunch in the
cooler and stopped at an open area as well.
Nice to get out. Max is riding his new
BMW, he rode a Bergman scooter which
he still has, but he is not familiar with
many places here in Los Angeles. Max
and his wife are from Brazil I also posted
a review of a new radio that I bought that I
hoped would be easy and work well for
motorcycles. Well, it is both, easy and
works well, and I am very happy with it. I
will submit the review for the MARC
website John, N6JCB has created a new
(Cont. Pg-4)

Monthly Net
1st

Thursday of the month @7:15pm
All frequencies linked.
MARC now uses the PAPA Linked
System in the SoCal area. System
is multimode. Frequencies & Info
are at: PAPASys.org

Monthly Meeting
Members currently meet on ZOOM
on the second Saturday of each
month at 8 am. If you would like to
join us, please contact Mark
Kanzler K6ZRP
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NEWS FROM THE TUNDRA
Boring and windy ride on I-94 /I-29... Cousin Keith from Karen's side of the
family wanted me to meet him at Mile marker 111. I had been texting him for
at least 6 months.. He had sold a car to my Cousin Gary, 37 years ago! Gary
had worked with him at the Grain Elevator in Karlstad. And I had helped Keith
before when Keith had found an old 1965 Honda 125 cc step through
motorcycle...
I never really know what I am getting myself into or out of! I had assumed that
Keith wanted the '65 Dodge Belvedere back. Anyway I left the Metro around
5:30 am... Friday I rode to work, however the gas station that I had wanted to
go to had this sign on the screen.. "Gas pump stopped" Decided to get fuel
after work. Friday I was asked to come to work on Thursday. I am supposed to
work 2 days per week or a total of 67 days in the seasonal time in Plymouth...
When I agreed to that, I was then asked if I could work more days! I laughed...
"Yes, what ever you want me to!"
Driving the Garbage truck is great! The new truck has cold A/C. Small truck
and the previous day the second shift retiree, Jazz had taken it to the Brooklyn
Park Transfer station... dumped it. . Smell of Death permeates the garage.. I
have seen several die hard Seasonal workers with tears in their eyes.. and their
nose covered by their t shirt!

Anyway it takes me all day to do maybe 30 parks... There is now over 60 of
them! Plymouth is buying up the Farms and developers, construction people are
making neighbor hoods... More parks and walk ways to drive through. First
park I went to is Parkers... and I find in the garbage
EVENT CALENDAR
can... food from a local pantry! There was 2 boxes
.. fished out the one on the top.. Tuna fish cans,
box of oat cheerios... chicken in a can... Stored it in
MARC Net
July 2, 2020 7:15 pm
the passenger side of the truck... Rest of the day
Zoom Meeting
July 11, 2020 8:00 am
was good... well I got too close to a fence made of
posts and a decorative chain... see I was over on the
MS-150
October 24-25, 2020
east side of Medicine Lake.. too many people at that
park! I never should have gone in... Driving the
ALA Reach the Beach October 11, 2020 (Tentative)
walk/bicycle path and dumping the cans... on the
north side I kept going and looked in the right
mirror... yep pulled the fence post out! i suppose
plenty of eyeballs saw my error... so when getting
back to the shop I told my lead supervisor... "How
Join Us for Coffee
did you do that, Tim?" wide eyed wonder on his
face.... "Got me!" He smiled... "Don't worry about
If you live in the Southern California area, you are
it! We sure needed you hear to do the route.. did
invited to join us at our monthly meeting, usually held on
you get to Zachary?" I nodded... "I did all the cans
the second Saturday of the month at Marie Callender’s,
that are on the East side of the old warming house...
307 E. Katella Avenue.. Meeting and breakfast begin at
People have been depositing their little doggy
8:00 am.
bags!" Judd shook his head..
I get out to the motorcycle and added all the
groceries to the saddle bags and trunk.. Suited up in
Cont’d pg. 3
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the Old Areostich and hopped on the heavy laden
BMW. The fuel light had gone on at the gas station...
The light is supposed to come on when there is one
gallon left.. This one? gallon and a half.... So I usually
ride at least 20 miles and then find a gas station. With
all the groceries I decided to drive home the back
roads of County Road 9. Figuring it is the Friday and
most of the traffic will be going out of town.. Glad I
did.. Rolled over the bridge of hwy 169... traffic was
stopped. Anyway I was thinking the gas tank might
be getting low.... what if the gas station isn't open
early Saturday morning? Sometimes or most times I
think.. "what if?" and then I get in trouble..
My wife Karen was out working n the yard... "I have
some groceries for you... " she comes around the
corner... "Where did you find these... oh wait a
minute... i don't want to KNOW.... you were in the
garbage truck, right?" Too funny...
I get to Barnsville, MN.. and find a gas station. Picked
the wrong pump... middle grade of fuel... added 4.6
gallons.. still had 9 tenths of gas in the tank... called
Keith... "You about an hour from my exit, Tim.. you
might need to slow down some going through Fargo.
Little did he know what I was doing... This BMW is
built for speed... The engine sings... but the gas
mileage suffers... so I set the cruise control for 65
mph... or 3900 rpm... and watch all the traffic pass
me... but if I get into any trouble with traffic? GONE.

hand and pumped it! "Likewise!" He looked at the
BMW... and we talked... told me we would turn off the
freeway at Drayton.... and told me he would follow
me... Worked... although he was following me at
distances of half a mile...Weird... far better than some
that wants to be following me at a few feet away!
We talked to the Cousins Bradley and Gary. Talked of
the riots... "I keep thinking about whose name should
be yelled out... 'What's his name?' Jesus Christ
instead! However I probably would be killed! Only
Jesus can Save us!" My cousins were surprised by my
explanation... Finally we went to see this red car that
is sitting outside the shop. Needs more body work..
and Gary said he would be doing that after he gets
done with the one he has in there now. We walked into
the shop.. cars and car parts with the body filler dust
on all. Finally i said.."I got to head home!" and in
usual Minnesota fashion it was another 20 minutes..
Keith wanted to ride with me. "You heading south on
59, Tim?" I nodded... "Too much wind in North
Dakota..". The clouds were darkening as I spoke.. He
nodded.. "I'll follow you down to the road that the
Casino is on." We headed to the Cenex dealer on the
corner of hwys 59 and 11... Regular... I filled and
Keith was having trouble with his credit card.. I
pointed that the dark part needs to be on the right
side... when inserting... "Duh!" Keith laughed...

Went through Newfolden.. more memories flooded the
I see the Harley Davidson Trike.. a 2015 parked along mind... 100 year anniversary and seeing the famous
Holmaas Kids in the old Model T rolling along Main
side the entrance ramp at mile marker 111... parked
Street in the parade... Keith's horn beeped... he was
my steed and hopped off. Keith in his Harley
turning in to the gas station on Hwy 1 and 59... We
Davidson T shirt with one of those dew hats extended
stopped... he takes his helmet off even in the rain
his right hand! "Great to See you Tim!" I grabbed his
sprinkles.. sticks out his hand... "We got to do this
again, Tim! How about meeting in Alec for
Coffee...?" I grabbed his hand... and
nodded..."Yeah Finally did the trip with you,
Or a Ham worthy item of information to pass along?
Keith!" I started the KRS... and blip the throttle...
Please submit all articles and photos to
up on the highway and turning south on hwy 59
ocpd44@gmail.com or jbeckwit47@gmail.com. Articles road Detour looking at Keith on his dark red
should be in RTF, PDF or plain text. Photos and
Harley...
diagrams should be in PDF, JPG, GIF or TIFF. Please
Rode to Hwy 2 and the rest area... added my blue
limit size and please do not interlace photos with text as
wind
breaker under the Darien areostich. I have
it must be extracted and re-inserted for use.

Got an Article?

Cont’d pg. 9

Join Us on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/groups/1573778489517365/
Visit our Website: www.MARC-HQ.org
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June 2020 MARC Meeting Minutes
June 13, 2020
President Kanzler opened the meeting via Zoom at 8:00 There were 14 members present.
5 Board members present.
Kanzler, Edwards, Beckwith, Reynolds, Brown
No visitors were present.
Mark – Discussed an American Lung Association event outside Portland, Oregon. He also brought up the idea of
having a picnic maybe mid-July. Discussed possible options. Mark will look into finding a
centralized location.
John Edwards –

reported on MS 150 – Planning in Progress. Monthly meetings continue.

John Reynolds – Not been doing much riding
Meeting Adjourned 8:35 when the Zoom session ended.
Next meeting will tentatively be Saturday, July 9th, 2020.
Respectfully submitted,
John Beckwith, Secretary
From pg. 1

category for the webpage that is for
videos. Those taken by our members, and those
that non MARC members have created that
would be of interest to anyone stopping by the
website. Please take a look, and click on
VIDEOS. And if you happen to have a good
video, or run across one that you want to share
with all rides, contact John Beckwith, N6JCB
and let him know.
And lastly, I have been in some contact with the
American Lung Association, Julian, and Chad
who is the communications coordinator. I am
trying to get more information about this event,
and find out how we can fit in to their needs.
Chad is a ham, and he usually sets up a couple of
portable repeaters that he says cover the entire
course, along with commercial radios that the rent. Unfortunately, Chad is moving his residence and is very
busy with moving and also his work. I hope to have a phone conversation with him in the next few days, and
get a better idea of what and how we put this event together for MARC. Please stay tuned, I will put out
information on the e-mail list as soon as I know something.
73,
Zippy KE6ZRP
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A Trip to Remember - or Forget
About this time every year, Julie and I head over to
Arizona for rodeo season. Yes, I really did grow up a
cowboy wrangling horses on stables in Dairyland
(stretch your memory) and probably why I have been
riding motorcycles for 50 years.
Last year started out no different. We spent the few
days before departure cleaning up the tent trailer and
getting our supplies for the long weekend. Since
attaching the sidecar, Julie has been able to make better
mileage and I intended to make the 440 mile trip to
Williams in 8 hours. Presidecar, this would be a 2 day
trip.
I finished loading the trailer
and staged it under the awning
for an early morning get away.
We planned to leave a little
later than usual, around 5 AM to avoid any outbound
Friday traffic. This was, after all, the beginning of the
summer season.
The outbound trip went as planned. After all these
years of riding by the seat of my pants when it came to
gassing up, I finally learned to do a little math and
calculate the best stops. So, instead of my traditional
stop in Barstow, I stretched the mileage a little further
to Ludlow, arriving with fumes to spare.
Now Ludlow, if you
haven’t been there,
consists of a gas stop
on the north side of
the freeway and a
rundown restaurant
with passable food on
the south side. That’s
passable for me. I
didn’t want Julie to
complain so we made other plans for
breakfast.
Always looking for entertainment, I pulled
off the interstate at Goffs Road so we could
take a breather at the world famous Hi
Sahara Oasis gas station and rest stop. I’ll
give the weary traveler a hint and don’t plan
a gas stop here unless it is an emergency.
Gas usually runs about three dollars higher

here than in either Ludlow or Needles. But gas is not
the reason to stop here.
Among the rundown, gravel driveways and the grouchy
folks that run the place are some real archeological
treasures of a bygone era. If you look closely you will
see old cement Koi ponds and statuary straight out of
Route 66 heydays. I did mention this is on Route 66
didn’t I?
And, since we were on 66, why not go a bit further like to the town of Goffs…..or what’s left of it. So, up
the road we went.
Route 66 on this stretch is reasonably new and
surprisingly smooth. Go the other way, towards
civilization and it’s neither.
Well, Goffs is nothing to shout about. We didn’t
stop. Even though there are a few building, they are
fenced off with a sign advising of tours on certain days.
Someday, not today.
The road eventually took us back to the interstate where
we made good time to our next gas stop at the Pilot
Travel Center in Arizona. This is the first place off the
interstate that you can pick up gas. It’s also a full
service travel stop for snacks and drinks.
Gas up and a quick trip to los baños and back on the
road to our breakfast stop in Kingman. Alone, I would
be in Williams by now but, as I said, Julie likes to
sightsee. Beside, Kingman has one thing (probably the
only thing) that makes it worth stopping…..Cracker
Barrel Restaurant. And, breakfast at the CB is the best.
Julie and I chowed down on everything from pancakes
to biscuits and gravy. After gassing up for our final
destination we saddled up and hit the interstate.
Now before you “experts” get all crazy on me, Julie
and I have ridden Route 66 from Kingman to Seligman
more times than I
can count. I have a
bazillion pictures of
Hackberry and
we’ve even taken the
tour of the Caverns.
This time we just
wanted to get to the
campground and set
up camp. We did
that,
Cont’d pg. 8
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Made the Jump - Epilogue
So, I settled on a 2018 Goldwing.
Now to find one. It turns out – it
looks like Honda overestimated
the demand for the “new”
Goldwing in 2018. (Some refer
to the new one as GL1833’s?) In
searching around – there were a
LOT of 2018 Goldwings out
there. Here it is 2020 and there
were virtually no 2019’s and the
2020’s weren’t really at the
dealers yet. (Just starting as I
write this article.). And everyone
was marking the 18’s down significantly. So good
deals were to be had. I ended up talking to dealers in
Missouri, Texas, Arizona and Washington, in addition
to SoCal, including San Diego. I just about had a
deal on one in Missouri, but when it came time to
close the deal – he no longer had what I wanted. I
was disappointed in one sense – I have good friends
about every 6 hours between Missouri and here in LA.
So, I was looking forward to that trip. In any case, I
ended up with my best deal with the original dealer
that had let me ride the DCT (Automatic) just down
the freeway in Carson.
As I said earlier – the 2018 model was a significant
change from the previous GL1800’s.
The 2018 Goldwing is about 100 lbs. lighter than its
predecessor – and it really feels like it. Honda also
changed the front suspension from traditional fork
tubes to a double-wishbone suspension. And it really
seems to work. The funny part of that is – you can
see the top of the wishbone through the fairing when
you’re riding, so you can really see it bouncing up and
down, especially on the little bumps (think about those
annoying seams in the freeway concrete sections.)
In the process of getting my best deal I had some
things I specifically wanted. First, obviously the
Tour model (more on that in a bit), Manual Trans
(non-DCT), non-Airbag (which you pretty much can
only find on the DCT’s anyway), and Ardent Red. I
also wanted to negotiate some specific add-on parts.
Some to be pre-installed and others I would install
myself.
Regarding the Tour model, vs the base Goldwing. As
I had mentioned in an earlier article, I really like the

bagger look, but didn’t want to
give up the Trunk. I had also
indicated that, while both the
Harley and BMW’s trunks
would come off easily, that
would not be the case with the
Goldwing. So, I had a choice
of the base Goldwing and add a
Trunk, or the Tour model and
remove the trunk. Once I
found the guy in Georgia who
is selling the Removal kit, that
sealed the deal. Also – the
base model does not come with Reverse or a Center
stand and a couple of other things that would have
been “inconvenient”.
As for the add-on parts – I wanted the
Homelink system, which allows me to
open the garage door right from the
bike. Also, a 12v accessory socket that
mounts on the left side of the fairing.
Both of these require significant
disassembly of the fairing etc. up front,
so I wanted to include the parts and
installation in my deal. Additionally, I wanted to add
a trunk light, 2nd USB in the trunk and the Honda trunk
rack and associated brake light – all of which I would
install. There are several aftermarket racks and brake
lights that are cheaper. However, by the time I add all
the extra harnesses for the aftermarket products, I
decided to stick with the OEM stuff. Much simpler
and cleaner, if a bit more expensive. By the time I
added all these pieces into the deal, including the
installations and all the extra fees, I was out the door
right at $23,000. Compare that to the “starting” price
of the current 2020 Tour model of $27,500.
In addition to the Honda parts, I’ve added several other
odds and ends – Carpet kit, Voltmeter,
Electronic “Isolation” Fuse Block (essential
because this Goldwing has a “CAN”
electrical system which is particularly
sensitive to adding electrical loads), wind
deflector and, of course the Ham
Radio Gear. More notably, the
two big things I wanted to add
were the Trunk Removal Kit and a
Cont’d pg. 7
Hitch.
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As I had
indicated
previously, I
located a guy
in Georgia
(Traxxion
Dynamics)
who put
together a kit
for replacing
the Goldwing
trunk. It
allows you to remove the trunk in about 15-30
minutes and replace it with a cover piece – as well as
the Honda tail rack if you want. It’s a fairly involved
job to install the kit, but, heck, what else did I have to
do these days as I “shelter in place”. Another thing
I had planned to do from the start was add a trailer
hitch. I selected the one from Rivco because it firmly
attaches to the main frame of the bike – both upper
and lower attachments. And doing both the trunk kit
and the hitch at the same time made sense because it
entails removing much of the same stuff. Plus, some
of the additional wiring for those other parts would be
done at that time as well. Once I got all the pieces in
– I really took my time, got everything all laid out and
got it all done. Works great. I’ve only done the
transition through one cycle – trunk off and back on –
but it’s not hard – just need to take your time. And,
in my case, a full transition to the no-trunk
configuration will probably take closer to an hour
because of the additional things I added – like the
radio cables and alternate USB port – and taking my
time.

a photo of my wife and I outside Kings Canyon
National Park published in the GWRRA magazine.
It’s still a great little trailer. However, in addition to
the trailer, I also picked up a hitch rack from Rivco and
have already used that a couple of times. I found a
way to tiedown two small camp chairs and an ice chest
on that rack (with a little modification) and it’s great
for picnics.
So far, this bike has been great.
I’ve told many people it feels
like a cross between a touring
bike and a Sport bike. It really
handles well. It’s nice and
stable on the freeway, but quick
in the canyons (just ask the
aforementioned Mark...:-). And
I just finished the Intermediate Rider Course this past
week where I was riding with much smaller bikes –
and we held our own in some pretty tough maneuvers.
If anyone has any questions about this great new bike –
just give a holler.

For the trailer hitch I actually have
two
73’s and stay safe,
John Beckwith, N6JCB
Westchester, California
Jbeckwit47@gmail.com
reasons for that. I do still have a trailer that I picked
up years ago – and towed with my GL1500. This
was a trailer I found on the Recycler (Yes, that far
back). It was actually up in Modesto – but the guy
met me halfway – and I put it on my bike trailer and
brought it home. From there, our own Mark,
KE6ZRP, painted it to match my 1500. I actually got
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arriving about 2PM. The folks at the Circle Pines KOA
are very accommodating, allowing us to use a tent
spot for our tent trailer as they are gravel and dirt
and I can just pull in.
Normally, Julie and I would head into town for a
drink at The American Legion Post 19 but they
were closed for convention. Julie wasn’t feeling
that great so we decided to head back to camp.
The next day, we had breakfast in town and then
went to the rodeo. Things were going fine. It was
a relatively mild day and there was a good crowd to
cheer on the cowboys in this real working cowboy
rodeo.
About an hour into the rodeo, Julie told me she wasn’t
feeling well and asked if we could go back to camp. I
told her there was always tomorrow and we could go
back and take a
rest before
dinner.
We never did
make dinner.
Instead, Julies
migraine flared
up so badly that
I put her in the
sidecar and
headed straight to the ER in Flagstaff, about 30 miles
away.
At the ER, they took Julie to triage and then back out
to the almost empty waiting room where we
waited…..and waited……and waited. Two hours after
getting there, they took her in to a bed where we
waited…and waited…and…well, you get the picture.
Fortunately, Julie has a medically prescribed protocol
for her migraines which I keep on my phone. So, once
she was finally seen, they took care of her in short
order and we were on the road back to camp. Total
time in and out was about six hours.
The next morning, Julie was feeling better but still not
up to going into town. I cooked up one of my famous
breakfasts as we decided to stay in camp and relax.
This would allow her to sleep off the effects of the
medication they gave her (think bad hangover). Later,
over dinner, we decided to break camp early and head
for home the next day. That’s when the real trouble
began.
I use a camelbak 2 liter bladder stored in a softside
cooler of ice and en extended drinking tube for my

mobile refreshment. Somewhere between Williams
and Kingman and
unbeknownst to
me, it decided to
go on it’s own
vacation. Not to
worry, that’s what
Walmart is for. Of
course, we also ate
breakfast at
Cracker Barrel.
We were back on the road and making good time.
Somewhere this side of Needles, stuff hit the fan. All
of a sudden, my cruise control crapped out along with
my speedometer, tachometer and all other
instrumentation. I could do without pretty much all of
it except the cruise control. With these old arthritic
hands, cruise control is a requirement.
I made it to the Oasis (remember the Oasis?)
Where I purchased a 10 amp fuse for the cruise
control for five dollars (you read right). I put it in
and…nothing. That wasn’t the problem. I didn’t
want to hang around too long and, since I had no
idea what was wrong, I pointed the bike toward
home, arthritic hands and all.
Along about Barstow, the traffic started slowing
down, eventually coming to stop and go. It remained
this way through Victorville. This reminded me why
we always wait until at least Tuesday to come home
from anywhere east.
Now, Google told me there was an alternate route
through Phelan that would bypass all this traffic. So,
we took the hint. What Google didn’t tell me was that
it had also told several thousand other drivers the exact
same thing. So, instead of a traffic jam over the
summit, we had a traffic jam in Phelan.
Then, as we were creeping along, a good samaritan
advised me I was dragging the rope I had tied down
my cover with. I pulled over and found, not only had it
come off but it had wrapped itself around the axle. So,
I spent 20 minutes cutting away the rope from the axle.
Next time I use tiedowns.
Back on the road, the traffic finally speeded up to
normal as we rolled back onto the interstate.
Then right about Glen Helen, Julie observed an SUV
on the northbound side fly over the center divider, do a
roll and land on two cars on our side of the road. It
scared the bejeebers out of her. I just
Cont’d pg. 10
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MS BAY TO BAY rides
The MS Bay to Bay bike Tour is scheduled for October 24th and 25th. Do to the COVID-19 virus the MS150
bike March Planning Committee meeting are done over the computers using Go to Meeting. With over 2500
riders doing this two day ride, this event takes planning almost all year long with a meeting every month. I think
the on line meetings for now is the new norm. Our next meeting is scheduled for July 22nd again (Virtual).
At this time YTD current Fundraising $121,168 (2019 YTD $214,077) YTD Registration: 910 (2019 YTD 903)
we have 31 transfer riders (from Arizona and Los Angeles). As everything gets better we should have a good
event.
At this time the MS Committee is still working thru what this year’s ride will be like. A few of the ideas that
they have given thought to are:
1.

A 1 day ride out of Temecula, this was shot down.

2.

The normal 2 day ride from Irvine to San Diego, A lot of concerns about the bus rides to and from the
start and finish.

3.

A 2 day ride both days starting from The Westin Carlsbad Resort, is still a possibility.

4.

A 1 day ride starting from The Westin Carlsbad Resort, this would be a Sunday ride.

As I said our next meeting is July 22nd. The MS officials will be meeting on July 20th to keep narrowing down
what the ride will be, but it looks like we will be doing some kind of another fun filled ride again this year.
Please plan to join us. We could sure use your help. We need motors, SAGs and net control operators.
John Edwards
KC6ZOZ
Tundra fr pg 3

found that I can wear shorts under the pants.. if I have pants on then the left leg blood arteries stop flowing
blood to the left foot... hurts! Rode to Bagley.. then south... Got to go through Zerkel and remember the vivid
imagination of Die Hard II.... Stopped for fuel in Akeley.. Finally Shell station and premium... South to
Motley... but I wanted to find a park... and being that I had been on the motorcycle too many hours... I headed
west. on a county road off of highway 64... Dark clouds ... really dark clouds was to the south... trying to skirt
around that... added another 50 miles to the trip... praying of course... and staying on this a county road going
east... Finally back on hwy 64... Stopped in Motley for more Gatorade and a chocolate bar.. called Karen... and
the call was cut off... back on the BMW in the rains... and south...
Tires never slipped... engine purred yep gas fuel light came on just west of Elk River... at 169 miles... time 4
gallons of fuel added fuel just West of Anoka at 195 miles... 4.4 gallons used... I could have made it home!
Heavy rains and Thunder with lightening flashes.... I suppose those people in their trucks and cars were shaking
their heads at the motorcycle cruising by? In the rain? In the dark?
Praising my God again for another trip...
I have decided to sell the Boxer BMW. It will be in my garage for another 3 months. My nephew Justin will fly
here from Dallas, Texas, Labor Day weekend. He will be turning 48 years on September First... He has had no
motorcycle since he had given the one away that I brought down there to him in March of 2008... Told me that
after the Bills get paid.. then he would find a motorcycle... I commented.. "Have I got a deal for you!"
Take care and ride with God! Its is the only way to ride! God is always there waiting for our prayers and He does
Answer...
Tim Lindstrom
Columbia Heights, MN

Dedicated to providing service to the community while combining the two hobbies of motorcycling and amateur radio
From pg. 8

cursed because I knew what I
had to do.
Pulling over, I made sure Julie
was physically safe before
heading across the lanes of
traffic to the center divider.
Amazingly, though there was
plenty of carnage, no one was
killed. I took care of a young
boy who had not been wearing
his seatbelt and was wedged
under the dashboard of the car.
One person who stopped was
an off duty paramedic who was
checking all of the injured to
classify for the fire department
which showed up about 15
minutes later.
Once the fire department got
there, I decided I was in the
way and, with the help of an
obliging CHP, ran across the
lanes of traffic to Julie and my
bike.

Classified Listings
MOTOROLA CDM750 - $70 OBO
UHF upper split, pre-programmed for DARN
frequencies (require Motorola software for
programming). Output up to 40 Watts
(programmable). New, only taken out of the box to
test and program.
Further info, contact Jeff WB6ALR
ocpd44@gmail.com

Classified listings will run for one month.You must submit an updated listing for each issue.

Sponsors
Please support our sponsors with your business. When you visit their stores be sure to mention
you are a MARC member.

Antennas - Analyzers - Mounts - Power supplies

Pulling back onto the asphalt, I
sincerely prayed that nothing
else would go wrong between
here and home. Our dear Lord
must have heard me because
He got us home safe and
sound.
I have made this trip to and
through Arizona fifty times or
more. Most have been without
incident. I guess it was time for
luck to catch up with us.
This year’s rodeo has been
rescheduled for late July.
Preparing for that trip is what
brought all this to mind. I
guess the moral of the story is
that one should always stay
alert as you never know what
is going to happen. Wish us
luck as we head to the rodeo.
Jeff WB6ALR
Julie KC6ZDS
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http://cometantenna.com
800.962.2611
sales@natcommgroup.com

New Honda Motorcycles
Used Motorcycles
Service
Generators

http://hbhonda.com
714-842-5533

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
SPONSORS

